Hawiati — the Middle East and North Africa Statelessness Network expresses solidarity with the stateless
Bidoon in Kuwait who undertook a hunger strike on 27 March 2022 to call out the socio-legal limbo in which
their community have lived for decades. The Bidoon activists, Mohammed Al-Barghash, Fadhel Al-Shammari
and Yousef Al-Zehari, who took the initiative in Sulaibiya, stated that their action was to draw attention to
the injustice of the Government of Kuwait’s (GoK) protracted failure to resolve the citizenship status of
hundreds of thousands of residents of Kuwait.
Although they have adjourned their hunger strike after 19 days, the Bidoon activists reaffirmed, in a press
conference attended by hundreds of their community members and Kuwaiti supporters, that they will resume
the strike in “bigger numbers” if the Government continues its neglect of their plight. The strike’s adjournment
has come in response to a collective call by 16 political and civil groups in Kuwait offering to transform the
Bidoon’s initiative into an “expanded conference” to be convened in two months. Preparations and
countdown to the promised conference have begun right after the strike was adjourned on 14 April 2022.
Hawiati was concerned that the hunger strike, which has attracted significant local support and international
media attention, would constitute another tragic landmark in the path towards a social tipping point in the
GoK’s unwillingness to resolve the status of those under its effective governance since the country’s
independence in 1961. Since July 2019, more than ten Bidoon people have taken their lives, including a 12
year old child and a 20 year old man hanging themselves in their bedrooms, a man setting himself on fire, and
a 26 year old man hanging himself from a tree.
Since at least early 1993, successive governments have repeated promises to ‘solve’ the question of the Bidoon
but failed to do so. They have likewise failed to act on successive parliamentary resolutions to naturalise
members of the stateless community and rejected recommendations made by successive United Nations
treaty bodies to resolve this matter, including, for example, by granting children citizenship.
Many Bidoon in Kuwait have faced treatment tantamount to persecution. In 2010, the GoK mandated the
“Central Apparatus” for the Remedy of the Situation of Illegal Residents to solve the Bidoon problem in 5 years.
12 years have now passed, and the problem seems to have worsened as the Central Apparatus’ conduct, is –
at best – flawed and – at worst – serving to marginalise and reduce the existence of the stateless community.
In response to and in solidarity with the Bidoon’s hunger strike, and recognising that the current arrangements
steadily erode the living conditions of the Bidoon, Hawiati calls on the GoK to:
-

-

Provide a transparent pathway to citizenship for all those asserting their eligibility by creating a
competent panel to receive and review applications for citizenship on the basis of criteria meeting
international standards for transparency;
Allow independent appeals of negative decisions handed down by the panel.

Hawiati believes a pathway that derives from international human rights standards is the only realistic option
for resolving, with dignity, the longstanding social and political limbo of the stateless Bidoon community in
Kuwait. All people in Kuwait deserve fair and transparent practices that meet Kuwait’s regional and
international obligations.
In solidarity with you, hunger strikers for justice.
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